Ethos

4.1 "Worried young white men live here"
2.9 "Can you imagine"
6.9 "construction sites"
5.91 "Big companies"

Pathos

3.91 "Nation based on laws...we like to believe"
2.91 White spray paint anecdote
3.91 "paint thinner"
3.911 old myth v new myth
6.104 "good old days"

Logos

5.91 Stats: 7,500 vs 127,000
2.91 Students 3% vs doctors
8.91 "It was common know" x 2%
on whites/blacks

Overall - invites readers to respond w/logic

10.91 "Scant 5%"

4.91 Inductive reasoning by generations
7.91 Situations w/0 vs ft.

Tone: Sarcastic

Concessions:
4.1 Young white men in college as ex
9.8 opponents say